HAMLET: a One Man Sho
(or, Requiem for a Former Child Star)

Our ‘spotlight’ finds ADAM, a pensive 30’s-something man in a
bathrobe. He lounges casually in an armchair, cigarette in one hand
and a glass of whiskey in the other, as he stares longingly into the
camera. He takes a couple puffs and a couple of deep sighs as he
considers his words carefully. He is solemn and nostalgic, but with a
tough, confident exterior. After a moment, he begins to speak
ADAM: (taking a huge drag on his cigarette) Good ev—
He is interrupted by a series of death-rattling coughs. He clearly
doesn’t smoke very often. He recovers with a small sip of whiskey,
takes a necessary pause, and begins again
You’ll edit that out, right? (Wait for genuine answer from the
producer) Great. (Clearing his throat) Good evening, America. I’m
stage and screen legend Adam King
He shifts slightly in his seat to face another angle, as if he were
looking into a camera lens. There are no cameras around at all. Or are
there
Why are you here? Why are you here? Why are... you here? What has led
you to this moment? Here, tonight? Of all the places you might find
yourself on a Friday, night, why are you here, in this room right now?
To experience something? To feel something? To be... or not?... to
be..
(We stumble into a stark tone shift. The lights dim. Everything
becomes still. If there was a camera, it would zoom in tightly on
ADAM’s face.
...that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them
(We quickly fall out of it.
Ooo. I just got the chills. Sometimes I get carried away.
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(He looks at the cigarette, struggling with whether to try again or
not, but decides to empty it into the ash tray as shifts again in his
seat.

Perhaps you’re wondering... Adam, why are you here? I’ll admit, when
they told me backstage that over a million people were tuning into
tonight’s performance, I almost couldn’t believe it. Here I am, 34
years old and I’ve already achieved so much already in my relatively
short but decidedly impactful life. What more could I possibly hope to
accomplish?! You see..
(A video that was clearly made using the ‘slideshow’ feature of iPhoto
plays in the background. There are pictures of Adam growing up, from
toddler to performing on the Tavern stage, while “A Thousand Miles” by
Vanessa Carlton plays softly in the background.
Some are born great. Some achieve greatness. And some have greatness
thrust upon ‘em. I was brought into the world on a warm Saturday
morning, a healthy 9 pounds 8 ounces of pale white baby bliss. Mere
minutes after my birth, I stunned the entire hospital staff with my
innate ability to form sentences, fresh from the womb. My first words?
“Long live the King.”
I quickly developed far superior English speaking skills than any of
my peers. I was writing my own Advanced Placement English curriculum
by age 9. Indeed, I had so little in common with the children of my
own age and their goo-goo, ga-ga conversation, any attempt at age
appropriate friendships left me bored and despondent. Alone I sat, in
the desolate corners of a middle school cafeteria, mindlessly reciting
Titus Andronicus as I stabbed my pizza with a plastic fork over and
over and over again. Vengeance in my heart, death in my hand, blood
and revenge hammering in my head. Puberty had never been so... poetic
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For years I pored over Shakespeare’s folios, quartos, and 90’s teen
comedy screenplay ideas, adrift in a sea of iambic pentameter. As my
boyishly handsome beard blossomed, so did I, apprenticing at literally
every Shakespeare in the Park across America over the span of a
decade. Combining the powers of my so-slight-it’s-nearly-undetectable
British accent, my striking ability to read, understand and speak
English words, and my uncanny skills with a toilet scrubber, I quickly
rose through the ranks to become the most sought after unpaid intern
in the country. Lurking in the shadows backstage, I would silently
mouth along to every Iago, Macbeth, and Mistress Quickly. And then,
when the curtain came down, and the cast would head over to the local
watering hole for a post-show drink, I didn’t even care that no one
invited me. That was my time to tread the boards. To stare out into
the empty seats and dream of all the amazing Shakespeare characters I
would someday inhabit. Soon after, I emerged as one of America’s
premiere Shakespeare Actors, accruing dozens of fans across the globe
through self-taped monologues on a myriad of Shakespeare-themed
subreddits. Naturally, this led to a slew of job offers and audition
opportunities. All the world was my stage
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As a Shakespeare performer, some might say I’ve done it all. I’ve
played not one, not two, but third messenger. I have been a lord, a
lady, a priest, an especially nosy sea captain, a Bear, a Moth, a
fairy with a really big stick, an understudy, a Balthasar, another
understudy, another Balthasar, a shirtless satyr holding a tray of
plastic apples, and either Cleomenes OR Dion... I truly don’t remember
which one. That’s a deep cut for all you Shakespeare nerds out there.
Regarding my role as extremely loyal servant Stefano in Merchant of
Venice, Playbill.com wrote ’Played by Adam King.

